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Video cover art is a unique and largely lost artform representing a period of unabashed creativity
during the video rental boom of the 1980s to early 1990s. The art explodes with a succulent,
indulgent blend of design, illustration, typography, and hilarious copywriting. Written and curated
by Tom “The Dude Designs” Hodge, poster artist extraordinaire and VHS obsessive, with a
foreword by Mondo’s Justin Ishmael, this collection contains over 240 full-scale, complete video
sleeves in the genres of action, comedy, horror, kids, sci-fi, and thriller films. It’s a world of
mustached, muscled men, buxom beauties, big explosions, phallic guns, and nightmare-
inducing monsters. From the sublime to the ridiculous, some are incredible works of art, some
are insane, and some capture the tone of the films better than the films themselves. All are
amazing and inspiring works of art that captivate the imagination. It’s like stepping back in time
into your local video store!

"We all know the power of good sleeve art. Very often its the first thing that tells you whether or
not a film is worth giving a look; sometimes, it turns out to be considerably better than the film
itself. But in these days of flagrant, unimaginative photoshopping, its a part of the film fan
experience that has long been threatening to die out. Happily, many up-and-coming indie
filmmakers, and a select few DVD/Blu-Ray labels notably the likes of Arrow and Scream Factory
have been doing their bit to keep the spirit of the video shop alive with their original hand-painted
cover art, and in that field one particular name always stands out: Tom Hodge, AKA The Dude
Designs, whose lurid, expertly rendered visions have helped sell many a recent indie horror hit:
Hobo With A Shotgun, Dear God No, Fathers Day, Almost Human, Wolfcop the list goes on.
(And, in-keeping with the days of old, I would say in quite a few instances his cover art is
indubitably better than the film its selling.) What better man to serve as our guide on a look back
through the era that inspired his work? Thats just what were promised in VHS: Video Cover Art,
the upcoming hardcover art book from Schiffer Publishing. Due to hit shelves in May, the fine
folks at Schiffer have given us a sneak peek at the book including, as you might have gathered,
the images you see in this article..." Ben Bussey, brutalashell.com Feb 2015 - --Ben Bussey,
brutalashell.comAbout the AuthorThomas “The Dude Designs” Hodge is an independent art
director, designer, and artist for film key art. A lifelong lover/collector/addict of ’80s VHS and
cover art, his work aims to bring back that lost magic of film posters.
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R Reed, “Interesting volume. Good paper and image quality. Hardcover strongly bound. Pretty
much just images of VHS box art, separated by genre. Being a child of the 80’s in an American
family who made almost daily trips to the video store, I was expecting a lot of nostalgia leafing
through this. Instead, most of the VHS artwork included is not from original USA releases but
releases from another English speaking country (Canada, UK, Australia? The author does not
make it known). Pretty cool seeing alternate artwork for these titles but I think I was hoping for
more familiar images.”

John Q, “If you love VHS artwork, buy this immediately.. If you love VHS artwork, buy this
immediately. What makes this book special is that the majority of it is 1) very rare VHS titles with
beautiful and often hilarious artwork and 2) if you grew up in the US like me, a lot of covers are
burned into your memory, these are all UK VHS covers so you get to see alternate designs for
films, the alternate artwork for "Troll" is especially hilarious. The layout and design of the book is
beautiful and the VHS covers span all genres, comedy, horror, action, thriller, ect. Tom Hodge
the author also does a little homework too and provides the distributors, years, alternate titles,
and artists of the VHS covers to go with each title displayed. Tom Hodge is one of the great up
and comers in the film poster art business and is always in demand, you may have seen his
original work for posters to such films as "Hobo with a Shotgun" and "Almost Human", he has a
very distinguished style. Buy this book before it's out of print, much like the only other previous
VHS cover-art book "Portable Grindhouse."”

Domino, “Very cool, but not for fans of North American releases. I have been collecting VHS
tapes for years, and I buy many tapes based on covers alone, and hope the movie is a fun
watch. This book does a great job of showing many of the cool covers, but comes with a caveat,
it's not US covers. These covers are from the European, and other non US covers. It's not a huge
deal, as I am a fan of the art, regardless of where the tape is from, but know that it's not the
tapes you would have seen in your American mom and pop video store. If your love of tapes
goes beyond the US releases, you will still find it cool to look through all these covers and maybe
even find some movies you didn't know about.”

Sid, “SO GOOD. Amazing. As someone born right at the dawn of the VHS era, many of my
happy memories from childhood are going to the local video store to rent a movie or a nintendo
game, and since that was before AV Club or Rotten Tomatoes you had no way of knowing if a
movie was crap, so the crappiest movies (and during the straight to VHS craze there were
MANY crappy movies) competed for attention by having the most exciting, outrageous covers,
leading to a fairly unique form of art and presentation. This book does such a good job of
collecting amazing cover art from this era. The nostalgia is so hard it hurts. I collect a lot of photo
and art books, and this has immediately become one of my favorites in my collection.”



DixieDellamorto, “A Must-Have For Any Retro Designer. I got this book as inspiration for my art --
a handy reference which would keep me from having to dig through my VHS collection to find a
muse -- What I got was so much more than that. The thing I wasn't expecting and ended up
loving was being able to read the back of each box! It made me remember what it was like being
a kid in my local mom and pop video store. The fact that the art depicted in the book are from
video releases in the UK made it that much more exciting to me because I've hardly ever seen
any of these covers before. Also, I'm pretty sure that Graham Humphreys is my new favorite
artist. Thank you Thomas Hodge for curating such a fascinating book!”

Jason Doyle, “Great collection of mostly unknown/rare vhs scans!. Great book of vhs cover
scans but be warned it’s mostly uk releases and super unknown/rare flicks. You’ve probably
never heard of or seen any of these movies but for vhs fans that just appreciate the art without
having to sit through d-movies than this is a great collection. This is basically the cover collection
for what’s on tubi.”

Occams, “This is fun! I grew up with a lot of these .... This is fun! I grew up with a lot of these
movies and the old VHS cover is a bit of a lost art. I can imagine a fair share of hipster kids
thumbing through this being really proud of how aware they are but really they all probably are
secret racists and have some kind of immune deficiency. The book well worth owning if you like
strange art, movies, outsider culture and coffee table books that aren't terrible. Just watch out
for that guy who wears a bow tie all the damn time because he's super proud of owning this.
Almost as proud of wearing a bow tie.”

Daves Archives, “VHS collecting on steroids!. The media could not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
            
        
    
    



  
  
There is hardly anything to dislike about this unique book. Unique hardly describes it. If you
are into 80's cinema, VHS or Beta, or anything relating to the 80's, this book is for you! It's 80's
retro eye candy on steroids! Every high quality page is packed with visuals that take you to a
familiar past. The nostalgia factor alone is worth the price of the book. This one sits proudly in my
office! Please see the included video for a brief overview of this fantastic book.”

Bukhtawar Dhadda, “Great trip down memory lane -recommended. I am an avid collector of
1980s/1990's video sleeves and have more than 600 in my personal collection. A lot of mine are
major blockbusters from those eras but I also have some that are in this book as well.Which
brings me to the reason for knocking off a star - whilst the material covered is mostly rare and
obscure titles ( which I welcomed) the sleeves themselves are not printed actual size and you do
end up losing some detail in the reproductions as a result of this. Bearing in mind the size of the
book and amount of black vacant space around each sleeve this should not have been too
difficult to achieve.Despite that small point I would definitely recommend this as an essential
purchase for those seeking to go down memory lane and revisiting the old smoky video shops of
yester-year. We need more books like this to preserve a bygone era so take note publishers as
nostalgia is definitely in!”

ian j., “Go back in time with gorgeous vhs artwork. Quality non stop ...lovely book high quality
print full size slip covers or some of the best artwork produced on vhs ..also includes rare
obscure films.”

Jason Webster, “Perfect nostalgia for vhs fans. Perfect collection of vhs artwork that will leave
you gagging for more. Wonderfully presented and excellent quality. Many a great comment from
visitors that flick though the book. Really wish there was a second edition”

DreadlockDawnie, “Five Stars. Amazing gift for my VHS obsessed other half.”

The book by Coralie Bickford-Smith has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 274 people have provided
feedback.
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